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by UPF India: The International Day of Families is observed on the 15th of May every year. This year 
also universal peace federation of India have this opportunity to celebrate this special occasion with our 
blessed families, professors, teachers, students and youth volunteers. This year we celebrate this day with 
humble collaboration with Let’s the Spirit move foundation, New Delhi, India. We are so much glad to 
have such celebration, Our programme started with Prayer song by Let’s the spirit move foundation 
students and Mr. Dilip Kumar Mishra gave the Introduction of Universal Peace Federation and its 
activities in India. 

We could able to share them most important principles of UPF and vision of founder Dr. Sun Myung 
Moon with showing UPF Introduction video and Mr. Birendra Shrestha, Program Coordinator of UPF-



 

 

India were delivered lecture on “Families, healthy lives and sustainable future” the highlight of lecture on 
Family is foundation for building the world of peace, Founder vision on creating ideal families, ideal 
society and ideal nation and ideal world. Family is the school of love and peace. Participants were so 
moved by the presentation and inspire to work with UPF-India in near future also. We are able to create 
families environment during the whole program, we can feel that we are one family under God. 
 

 
 
We share the founder’s word “Love never starts from oneself. Love starts from the other partner. When 
we do not have a partner, love cannot even begin. When we see human beings as the center, even God 
becomes a counterpart. A woman is a man’s counterpart, and children are counterparts to their parents; 
love cannot be realized without counterparts” 
 
Our guest of honour Dr. Parmod Kumar Mehra delivered the massage on role and responsibility of the 
family for building the world of Peace. And special remarks by Mrs. Annie, co- director of Let’s the spirit 
move foundation, new Delhi, thanks every one for organizing this special program. She hearty commits to 
work together in future. Finally, vote of thanks were delivered by Mr. Hemant Kumar, Broad member of 
UPF-India. We are so much thankful to all our UPF staff and Let’s the spirit move foundation with their 
support and love, we could successfully held this celebration in New Delhi, India. 
 

 


